HAUSP regulates c-MYC expression via de-ubiquitination of TRRAP.
The de-ubiquitinase HAUSP has been reported to exhibit various biological roles implicated in the development of cancer and other pathologies. The dual nature of HAUSP (i.e., oncogenic and tumor suppressive) makes the protein even more versatile. The major aims of this study were to reveal the effect of HAUSP over-expression on the overall proteome and to identify bona fide substrates of HAUSP. In addition, we aimed to unravel the functionality and physiological relevance of the de-ubiquitinating activity of HAUSP on one of its newly identified substrates, TRRAP. An overall proteome analysis was performed after exogenous HAUSP over-expression in HEK293 cells, followed by 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE). Interacting proteins were subsequently isolated using immunoprecipitation and 1-dimensional gel electrophoresis (1-DE). Both were followed by tandem MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry and gene ontology-based analyses. To validate the functionality of one of the identified substrates (TRRAP), Western blotting, immunocytochemistry, immunoprecipitation, in vivo de-ubiquitination, quantitative real-time PCR and luciferase assays were performed. The substrate screening indicated that HAUSP may be involved in tumorigenesis, cytoskeletal organization and transport, and chaperone systems. One candidate substrate, TRRAP, was found to physically interact and co-localize with HAUSP. As TRRAP regulates c-MYC expression, and in order to validate the effect of HAUSP on TRRAP, c-MYC protein and mRNA expression levels were analyzed after exogenous HAUSP over-expression. Both were found to be up-regulated. We also found that c-MYC transactivation increased upon exogenous HAUSP over-expression. By using a luciferase reporter assay, we found that a c-MYC responsive promoter exhibited increased activity, which was subsequently abrogated upon TRRAP knockdown. From our results we conclude that HAUSP may act as an oncogenic protein that can modulate c-MYC expression via TRRAP. Our results provide a new context in which HAUSP may play a role in cancer cell signalling.